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1. Introduction. Let A be an elliptic operator on a region G. Bound
ary value problems of the form Au = f on G, Bu = 0 on the boundary 
ÔG, have been studied extensively for the case in which B is a system 
of differential operators; see, for example, [ l ] , [4], [5], [9]. Bade 
and Freeman [3 ] have obtained results for a class of nonlocal prob
lems, i.e., problems in which the operators B are not necessarily 
differential operators. In [3], A is taken to be the Laplace operator 
and B is of the form Bu^du/dn — Cu, where d/dn is the normal de
rivative and C is any bounded operator in L2(dG). 

In this note we indicate some extensions of the results of [3] to 
general classes of nonlocal boundary value problems for elliptic oper
ators of arbitrary even order with variable coefficients. Details and 
proofs will appear elsewhere. This research is part of the author's 
doctoral dissertation, prepared under the direction of Professor Felix 
Browder a t Yale University. The author is grateful to Professor 
Browder for his advice and encouragement. 

2. Main results. For the definition of various spaces of functions 
and distributions we refer to [7, § l ] . The operators considered are all 
linear, and we denote the domain and range of an operator T by 
D{T) and R(T), respectively. 

Let A be an elliptic operator of order 2p defined on a region 
G C E n , and let (B0, 5 i , • • • , f^p-i) be a system of differential oper
ators defined near the boundary dG. The boundary value problems 
to be considered here are of the form 

(*) Au = ƒ, Bku = X) CkjBjU, kEK, 

where (Ckj) is a system of operators defined in suitable function spaces 
on dG and the index sets / and K are complementary subsets of 
{ 0 , 1 , • • - , 2 £ - l } . 

Let Ai be the maximal operator for A, i.e., the operator in L2(G) 
which is the restriction of A to those functions u in L2(G) such that 
the distribution Au is in L2(G). We wish to study the restriction of 
A i to those functions satisfying in some sense the above boundary 
conditions. This can be accomplished by studying perturbations of 
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an associated operator S acting in the direct sum of L2(G) and a 
boundary space. For second-order operators this approach is due to 
Calkin and is carried out in [3]. 

THEOREM 1. Let G be a region in En which is uniformly regular of 
class 4tp. Let the operators {A, B0, Bi, • • • , i ^ - i ) and (A', Bo', 
B{ , • • • , Btip-i) satisfy the conditions (i)-(v) below with respect to the 
index sets J, K, J', K'. Let So be the operator 

S0: L2(G) 0 £ W-'*(dG) -* L2(G) @ £ W>>2(dG) 
jej jeJ' 

having domain D(So)={[u, (( — l ) /B , -w | j£J ) ] | U^CQ(G) } and with 
SQ[U, (( — 1)ŒJU)]= [Au, (Bku\kÇzK)]> Let So' be defined similarly. 
Then: 

(a) So and So' are do sable, and their closures S and S' are adjoints. 
(b) Let Ü be the set of all u in D{A^) such that the distribution deriva

tives of u of order ^2p — l have L2 boundary values on dG. Then D(S) 
= { [ u> (( — l)JBju)]\uÇ:ti}f and similarly f or S'. 

(c) Suppose G is bounded. Then S and S' are Fredholm operators. 

See [6, Definition 1 ] for the definition of uniform regularity and 
[3] for the definition of L2 boundary values. The conditions on the 
operators in Theorem 1 are: 

(i) A and A' are operators of order 2p defined on a neighborhood 
of the closure of G, whose coefficients have bounded continuous de
rivatives of order S2p\ A and A' are uniformly elliptic and regularly 
elliptic on G [6, Definition 5]. 

(ii) Bk and Bl are differential operators of order k defined on a 
neighborhood of dG and having coefficients with bounded continuous 
derivatives of order <2p; the surface dG is uniformly noncharacter-
istic for Bk and Bl. 

(iii) The systems (A, B) and {A', B') are conjugate in the sense 
that for all u, v in Co(5), 

(1) {Au, v) - (u, A'v) = £ (-l)**1^-!-^, Biv). 

Here the parentheses on the left denote the inner product in L2(G) 
and those on the right denote the inner product in L2(dG). (If the 
system (A, B) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), then there is a system 
{A', B') satisfying (i) and (ii) and such that (1) holds; see [2].) 

(iv) J is an ordered subset of {0, 1, • • • , 2p — l} consisting of p 
elements in decreasing order, K is the complementary subset in in
creasing order, J' = (2p-l-k\kGK), and K' = (2p-l-j|jGJ). 

(v) The systems (A, (Bk\ kEK)) and (A', (Bk' \ kGK')) are regular 
[5, Definition l ] . 
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For convenience we denote the spaces on dG by 

j€J jeJ' 

and similarly for E& and El. We denote the systems of operators 
((•~-l)jBj\jÇzJ) by 70 and (J3*| kGK) by 71, and similarly for 70' and 
7 1 . The system (*) above is then Au—f, (yi — Cyo)u — 0, where C: E0 

—>£i. The corresponding realization of the operator A is A(C), the 
restriction of Ai to {^|^GQ, (71— Cyo)u = 0}. If we define the in
duced operator &: L2(G) @E0->L2(G) ®EX by &[u, ƒ]=[() , Cf], 
u<E.L2(G), / £ D ( C ) , then the corresponding perturbation of 5 is 
5—Ci. The following theorems are derived by exploiting the con
nections between properties of S, properties of perturbations 5—Ci, 
and properties of A(C). 

THEOREM 2. Let G, A, B, A\ B' be as in Theorem 1. Let C: E0—>Ei 
be such that D(C)~^yo(Q) and such that for some positive constants 
€ < 1 and k the inequality 

\\CyQu\\ S e\\S[u, y0u]\\ + k\\u\\ 

holds f or all w£Q. Let A(C) be the restriction of the maximal operator 
Aito {w|w£Q, (71— Cyo)u = 0}. Then: 

(a) A(C) is closed. 
(b) If in addition R(C)Q YdW

k^^(dG)(keK), then the domain 
ofA(C) is contained in W2*'2(G). 

Let X and Y be Banach spaces, T: X-+Y. An operator C: X—>Y 
is said to be T-compact if C is closable, D(C)QD(T), and C is com
pact as an operator from D(T) to Y with respect to the graph topol
ogy on D(T). 

THEOREM 3. Let G, A, B, A', Bf be as in Theorem 1. Let C: E0-*Ei 
and C: EÓ—>E{ be such that the induced operators C\ and CI are S-
compact and S''-compact, respectively. Then: 

(a) The operators A(C) and A'(C) are closed. 
(b) If ( 5 - C 1 ) * = 5 / - C 1

/ , then A(C) and A'(C') are adjoints. 
(c) If G is bounded, then A{C) and A'(C') are Fredholm operators 

with the same indices as S and S', respectively. Moreover if C'QC*, then 
the condition in (b) is necessarily satisfied. 

As a special case, suppose A is a second order operator of the 
form A—^Dj(ajkDk), where Dj = i-"l{d/dx3) and aih = akj. As yx we 
take the operator —i^nja^Dky where n is the unit inner normal 
vector to dG; call this the Neumann operator for A. Let yQu = yóu 
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~u\dG and let y{ be the Neumann operator for the formal adjoint 
A'. In this case / = {o}, so E0 = Ei = E<! =E{ = L2(dG). 

THEOREM 4. Let A= ^2Dj(ajkDk) with ajk — akj, let yx and y{ be 
the Neumann operators for A and its formal adjoint A'', and let you 
= yóu — u\dG. Assume that G is uniformly regular of class 4p, that 
the ajk have bounded continuous derivatives of order ^2onG, and that 
A is uniformly strongly elliptic on G. Let Ai and O be defined as above. 
Then if C is any bounded operator in L2{dG) and A(C) is the restriction 
of Aito {u\ uÇziï, yiU — Cu\, the operator A(C) is closed and its adjoint 
is ^4'(C*), where this is defined similarly. Furthermore the spectrum of 
A(C) is contained in a triangular region of the form {X| Re(X) ^ — a 
+b\ Im(X) I }, where a and b are constants depending on \\C\\ 

REMARKS. 1. The analytical tools used in [3] for connecting prop
erties of realizations of A with those of perturbations of S are poten
tial-theoretic in nature. In the general case this role is played by 
certain a priori estimates; the basic estimate shows that the set 0 
above is contained in W2p~ll2>2(G)> hence all the realizations A{C) 
obtained above have domains in this space. 

2. Theorem 2 (b) answers affirmatively a question raised in [3]. 
3. Theorem 4 also holds for certain classes of unbounded operators 

C. If A =A ' in this theorem, then the spectrum of A (C) for C bounded 
is contained in a parabola opening to the right; this is proved in [3] 
for the case of a bounded region G. 
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